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ONE LAST SECRET

WHO: Wesley Scott (vocals/
bass), Liam McNamara (guitar/vocals), Fraser McBride
(guitar/vocals), Darran James
(drums/vocals).
WHERE: Kilmarnock.
FOR FANS OF: Foo Fighters,
Stereophonics, Feeder.
JIM SAYS: Ayrshire rockers
One Last Secret have just
secured a slot at this year’s
Camden Rocks festival.
The brainchild of former 3
Colours Red guitarist Chris
McCormack, the all-dayer on
May 30 takes places across
20-odd venues in the London
borough.
One Last Secret join the
likes of Funeral For A Friend,
Skindred, New Model Army
and The Twang at the event
and are due to appear at the
legendary Dingwalls venue.
Selected via an online competition, the band scored
more than double the public
votes of their nearest rivals.
Wesley said: “We’re just
absolutely over the moon.
The support has been amazing. We’ve never really gone
for online band competitions
or battle of the bands type
things. We’ve always felt
bands should be recognised
for their talent rather than
how many friends or fans they
can get to vote online.
“But the opportunity to play
in London, and making the
Top 50 of 3,000 applicants,
made this more special.”
First getting together in
2011, the band recently
released their debut album

Restart. Packed full of
melodic anthems, it’s ultimately pop music that rocks.
It seems to have gone
down a storm up and down
the UK. One Last Secret have
big ambitions.
Liam said: “Unlike a lot of
unsigned acts, our songs
seem more suited to arenas
and stadiums. There’s something that just doesn’t feel
right when we perform songs
like Light It Up or You Took Me
Away in smaller venues.”
Among their favourite gigs
was supporting one of South
Africa’s biggest bands, The
Parlotones. Wesley said: “We
were the only British band
supporting them on their UK
tour. For every other gig they
had their own support, but
because we’d supported
them the last time they were
in Glasgow, they asked if we’d
open for them again.”
Fraser added: “The first
time we supported The Parlotones, my guitar broke midset. Somehow it turned out to
be an amazing night and I
walked away from it completely satisfied. Funny how
some things turn out.”
One Last Secret return to
Scotland after their London
adventure to play a headline
show at King Tut’s in Glasgow
on June 4. They’ve organised
the gig as a thank you to fans
for helping them win the
Camden Rocks competition.
More: www.facebook.com/
onelastsecret
l Jim presents Drivetime on
XFM Scotland, Monday to
Friday, 4-7pm.
www.xfm.co.uk
www.jimgellatly.com
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Edge Of The Sun

By JIM
GELLATLY

CALEXICO
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JOEY BURNS, frontman
of Calexico, cites that
big fiery ball of energy
in the sky as the main
inspiration for eighth
album Edge of the Sun.

The band’s line-up is fluid,
expansive and scattered. But
Tucson, Arizona, has always
been Calexico’s spiritual (and for
some members, actual) home.
Joey and percussionist John
Convertino first started playing
together in the early Nineties
when they joined Howe Gelb’s
pioneering
alt-country
band
Giant Sand.
They went through a number
of musical incarnations together
before sticking with Calexico in
1997 and have since earned a
huge following, an utterly distinctive, Latin-influenced sound and
a veritable army of collaborators.
Edge of the Sun features an
impressive roster of guest artists.
Neko Case, Band of Horses’ Ben
Bridwell and Sam Beam from
Iron & Wine are the betterknown
contingent
among
a
group of 17 singers and players
who contributed to the album.
The resulting 12 tracks are
joyous,
rich
and
complex
arrangements that incorporate
the sounds and ideas of a
rambling and fascinating cast.
Despite it being recorded in the
Mexico City suburb of Coyoacán,
the Latin elements on the record
are for the most part
more subtly executed
than on previous Calexico albums.
SFTW spoke to Joey
about
his
relationship
with John, taking the
Edge of the Sun on the
road and taking inspiration from a nightmare.
What’s the idea behind
the album title?
It embraces several ideas.
The first is one of light or
enlightenment, another is
that our band lives in the region
of the US where we experience
a lot of sunlight.
It is addictive and harsh. The
songs have that contrast too,
with dark themes in the lyrics
contrasted with bright qualities
in the instrumentation.
How does it compare with
your previous work?
I’m really happy with it. It feels
like a good blend of all influences past and present. We had
20 songs mixed and had to
decide which were going on the
album and which were going to
be slated for bonus material.
So far, the first month of touring these new songs has been
impressive. We have seven musicians on stage, so we’re able to
do a lot with the arrangements.
How did Mexico help to
inspire the album?
We love Mexico. I wish we could
tour there more often or visit
more frequently. I have been
interested in the history and culture of indigenous cultures of the
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Americas for
some time so
getting to finally hang
out in Mexico City was a big
inspiration. I wish we could have
stayed longer as I am sure it
would have led to even more
ideas and collaborations.
One of the most inspiring trips
we made into Mexico City was
to visit a friend of ours, who
was helping build and design
musical instruments for artist
Pedro Reyes. He’d been given
the broken pieces of guns, seized
from the drug cartels by the
government, and wanted to make
something more positive and
creative out of the fragments.
Calexico has had many lineups but you and John have
always stuck together.
John is a great drummer, listener and arranger. He doesn’t
approach the drums in a typical
manner, but he can deliver a lot
of interesting and unsuspected
surprises along the way.
Not only is his technique interesting to watch during the live
shows but his ability to phrase
and leave space in his performances can be breathtaking.

How did his move to El Paso
affect things?
He is only five hours away from
Tucson and loves driving his
vintage 1958 Volkswagen Karmann Ghia. He is much happier
being in the Southwest than the
Midwest. His move hasn’t really
affected the making of albums.
There are other band members
who live outside Arizona as well,
two of them live in Europe. It’s
always a happy mini-reunion
whenever we meet.
Why did you call on Sam
Beam for Bullets and Rocks?
Sam kicks ass. When we finished recording the basic tracks
and added the rough vocals, I
immediately thought of Sam’s
voice layering together with mine
to build a wall of sound.
Tell us about the contributions
from the other collaborators.
We’ve been friends with Neko
Case since 1999. She nailed the
parts to Tapping on the Line
then added some higher register
vocal lines on top, which really
brought out more of her voice.
Everyone in the studio looked at
each other and smiled.
One of our friends suggested

1. Falling from the Sky
2. Bullets & Rocks
3. When the Angels
Played
4. Tapping on the Line
5. Cumbia de Donde
6. Miles from the Sea
7. Coyoacán
8. Beneath the City of
Dreams
9. Woodshed Waltz
10. Moon Never Rises
11. World Undone
12. Follow the River

contacting
Band
of
Horses,
whom he is friends with. We
were looking for someone to
help sing the backing vocal —
the really high part — for Falling
From the Sky. The next day I
received an email from Ben
Bridwell. He was super friendly
and recorded it beautifully.
What’s the story behind When
the Angels Played?
I asked my friend Pieta Brown
to email me some lyrics and
there was one tune that called to
me, When the Angels Played.
One morning I woke up from
a surreal nightmare and started
strumming these chords and
humming this melody out in the
courtyard, beneath a massive ash
tree that was named Goyo.
I walked into the home studio
and without saying anything to
John recorded this track.
When you and John set out,
did you expect to be going 20
years later?
No, we were just happy to be
playing music and getting the
chance to travel and collaborate
with like-minded musicians. The
same is true today.

